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Chair’s Remarks, 
by Angela Mills Wade
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Angela Mills Wade has been the EDAA Chair 
since June 2018. Angela has been the Executive 
Director of the European Publishers Council 
(EPC) since 1991, a high-level group of Chairmen 
and CEOs of leading European media groups. 
Angela is Vice-Chair of EASA (European 
Advertising Standards Alliance) and a member 
of the Boards of the UK Copyright Hub, News 
Media Coalition and Reporters without Borders 
UK. In 1999 Angela founded Europe Analytica, 
an independent public affairs consultancy in 

Brussels specialising in the media and creative industries, marketing 
and digital communications - working with companies, leading 
associations and supporting EU innovation and technology projects.

It is a great honour to lead this organisation at such a critical moment in 
the development of the digital advertising market. 

The entire online advertising ecosystem faces a profound transformation 
and many challenges; consumer expectations are rapidly changing, 
legislative and regulatory pressures are increasing, technologies are 
evolving and companies are looking for tools and solutions to help them 
in their search for online trust. 

Setting the tone for 2022, two new European regulations will soon create 
new layers of obligation for the online advertising industry. The Digital 
Services Act and the Digital Markets Act, once adopted, will bring 
additional rules to the sector, and likely require heightened transparency. 

With the aim to continue to provide value to the industry and enhance 
consumer choice and control, the EDAA is reviewing the provisions 
foreseen in the DSA in an effort to anticipate how the programme can 
be adapted to help the industry face these future requirements. 

The EDAA programme has as its origin a globally recognised, consistent 
transparency Icon, delivered tens of billions of times each year, as well as 
a platform at youronlinechoices.eu providing access to information and 
control to millions of European consumers every month. 
The self-regulatory nature of the EDAA, and its 10 years of experience, 
give me confidence in the organisation’s ability to build on the 
AdChoices Icon and our consumer controls, to help meet the industry’s 
future obligations. In addition, the cross-industry characteristics of our 
governance model (the list of EDAA’s members can be found on page 5) 
enables the EDAA to play an authoritative role in building harmonised 
solutions and to continue providing concrete, practical tools and 
guidance to create enhanced transparency and control in the digital 
advertising market. 
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We are happy to give you a hint of our plans regarding the developments 
of the programme for the next year in pages 23 and 24 of the report.

Fully conscious of the broad innovations in the field of personalised 
advertising, the increased regulatory pressure, as well as the various 
solutions built to increase online privacy, the EDAA aims to stay attuned 
with these developments. Our programme must operate with this 
constantly evolving environment and continue to deliver a harmonised 
approach for transparency, choice, and control. Both industry and 
consumers benefit from this approach. Online users continue to be 
presented with a common approach to easily recognisable solutions, 
while companies operating across borders and looking to take 
responsibility seriously to go above and beyond the base level of 
regulatory-compliance requirements, have the support of the EDAA to 
get clear, comprehensive, and reliable guidance on the self-regulatory 
standards in place.

Among EDAA’s important achievements last year, the 2021 EDAA 
Summit hosted engaging discussions about the present and the future of 
trust, transparency, and control in online advertising, bringing together 
consumers, industry and regulators. The valuable contributions and 
endorsements that the EDAA received from the Member of the Italian 
DPA, and MEP Eva Maydell, confirm the importance of Self-Regulation 
and the role it will continue to have in the future regulatory framework 
(see pages 15 and 16). 

Consumers continue to be at the very centre of EDAA’s mission. As an 
organisation, we look to concrete consumer research to gauge better 
where self-regulation is impactful; the 2021 results summarised in 
this report (see pages 17 and 18), show that the EDAA programme is 
continuing to make substantial positive impact in terms of awareness, 
understanding and favourability of consumers towards the concept of 

targeted advertising – and notably, the brands being advertised. In fact, 
all 10 of the surveyed countries have reported an increased awareness 
and engagement, and up to 56% of respondents increased their level of 
trust in the brands advertised when the Icon is present. Furthermore, as 
we go forward, the EDAA is already engaged with a reputable research 
partner as we plan a series of extensive consumer conversations from 
March 2022 to understand how improvements we are bringing to the 
programme are perceived, and where further gaps need to be addressed. 

Finally, EDAA continues to place efforts in education. The changing 
role of the Internet in people’s everyday lives continues to constitute a 
challenge which must be addressed through education. The pandemic 
has accelerated a trend that started long before, pushing more people 
than ever to work and study from home and bringing more children 
online. As consumer behaviour changes, consumer expectations change 
alongside. Our industry needs to live up to – and go beyond – those 
expectations in order to continue engaging with consumers through 
our advertising in a trusted environment. In the past, the EDAA has 
developed awareness campaigns about its programme in 13 European 
markets to-date, and more recently has partnered with MediaSmart 
in the UK to launch a resource pack into local schools, supporting the 
national curriculum for 11–16-year-olds. The EDAA secretariat is actively 
engaged with potential partners in several other European markets to 
roll this lesson plan out further. 
 
2021 has been a challenging year, and has set the tone for 2022, yet with 
every challenge comes opportunity. EDAA is embracing the challenge to 
offer more – more to consumers, more to participating companies, and 
more to regulators, amidst this great tide of opportunity for new value 
creation through self-regulation, in what will doubtless become a more 
open, responsible and sustainable online advertising environment.



About EDAA

The European Interactive Digital Advertising 
Alliance (EDAA) is a non-profit organisation 
founded in 2012 and based in Brussels. It is 
responsible for enacting key aspects of the 
European Industry Self-Regulatory Programme 
for Data-Driven Advertising across Europe. EDAA 
acts as the central licensing body for the AdChoices 
Icon, a consumer-facing, interactive symbol that 
links consumers to www.YourOnlineChoices.
eu, an information portal and Consumer Choice 
Platform that provides technical means for consumers to exercise 
transparency and control over Data-Driven Advertising. 

EDAA is governed by a European industry coalition representing 
advertisers, the advertising agency sector, the direct marketing sector, 
the advertising technology sector and the media sector, which make 
up the value chain of data-driven advertising within Europe and act to 
ensure pan-European consistency in approach.  

EDAA’s self-regulatory initiative and guiding principles are laid out in 
the following European Principles:

1. The European Industry Self-Regulatory Framework on Data-Driven 
Advertising is based on 7 key principles for responsible Data-Driven 
Advertising: notice, user choice, data security, sensitive segmentation, 
education, compliance and enforcement, and review. Its objective is to 
secure the future of Data-Driven Advertising as an effective business 
practice in the toolbox of marketers, by ensuring that internet users 
can understand and control the advertising preferences they make 
online. 

2. The EASA Best Practice Recommendation on Online Behavioural 
Advertising builds on the Framework 
and provides an industry-wide 
s t a nd a rd for  D at a-D r iven 
Advertising, ensuring that the entire 
advertising ecosystem is covered. With the adoption of the Best Practice 
Recommendation, national advertising self-regulatory organisations 
commit to applying self-regulatory standards for Data-Driven 
Advertising, integrating the principles of the recommendation into 
their Codes, and handling complaints thereon. EASA is the single 
authoritative voice on advertising self-regulation issues in Europe. 
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https://www.youronlinechoices.com
https://www.youronlinechoices.com


3. The Self-Certification Criteria for Participating Companies aims 
to provide companies participating in the EU Self-Regulatory 
Programme on Data-Driven Advertising with a comprehensive 
set of criteria for self-certification of compliance, which shall be 
limited to requirements applicable to each participant’s business 
model. However, should a participant company be subject to 
multiple obligations, self-certification must cover all such applicable 
provisions. In other words, if a company fulfils more than one 
role in the advertising ecosystem, then it should comply with the 
requirements applicable to each of these roles.

4. The Mobile Principles confirm the application of the existing 
Principles of transparency and control 
to mobile web-browsing and extend the 
scope of the Programme to cover the 
collection and use of:

• cross-application data
• location data
• personal device data

Companies in the mobile advertising 
space are required to provide enhanced 
notice and choice to consumers with 
regard to their Data-Driven Advertising 
practices, through the well-recognised 
‘AdChoices Icon’, and Consumer Choice 
Platform at www.YourOnlineChoices.eu. 

5. EDAA also provides guidance to companies and approved 
Certification Providers with regard to verifying compliance with 
the guidelines around the integration of the AdChoices Icon to video 
ads. The guidelines propose specifications for the video environment, 
including the size, positioning, duration of display and linking 
options for the Ad Marker, which should be displayed directly in 
the corner of the ad. Video advertising is currently presented in 
multiple formats, most commonly in-stream as part of the delivery 
of video content, but also in other formats where video advertising is 
presented independent of video content; the guidelines cover these 
various formats.

EDAA actively administers the Programme based on the latest iteration 
of these principles, a clear and comprehensive certification process, 
and a strengthened enforcement and compliance of the Principles.
 
Find more information at
www.edaa.eu/what-we-do/european-principles/
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EDAA Self-Regulatory Toolkit

How EDAA’s self-regulatory programme benefits consumers 
and businesses

EDAA delivers a technology-neutral self-regulatory programme in 
data-driven advertising, developed with and for the online advertising 
industry. With growing concerns around privacy, the advertising 
ecosystem is looking for business solutions to rebuild consumer trust 
through enhanced transparency and consumer control. Our framework 
allows businesses to complement existing legislation, whilst ensuring 
that the online advertising industry continues to help Europe’s digital 
sector thrive and innovate.

1. The AdChoices Icon

The AdChoices Icon is licensed by EDAA for use across European markets 
and provides notice and transparency to consumers. The AdChoices 
Icon creative – and its accompanying “AdMarker” language for each 
European market – is at the heart of the initiative and has become a 
globally recognised symbol for the benefit of business and consumers.  

Businesses looking to learn more should consult our FAQs at 
www.edaa.eu/faq or apply for a licence at www.edaa.eu/apply-for-licence/

Icon Delivery

Though companies can implement the AdChoices Icon ‘in-house’, 
choosing to outsource delivery of the AdChoices Icon should be done 
by an Approved Provider to ensure compliance. EDAA has approved two 
companies – Evidon and TrustArc – as “Icon Providers”, offering credible 
solutions that ensure that all companies are able to integrate the AdChoices 
Icon according to the technical conditions and standards required for 
compliance. It is the responsibility of the company outsourcing this role 
to hold a valid licence from EDAA.

As of 31 December 2021, 120 companies were participating in the EDAA 
Self-Regulatory Programme on Data-Driven Advertising.

Increasing visibility

In 2021, over 180 billion Icons were delivered on online ads across Europe, 
through a combination of the approved Icon Providers, Evidon, from 
Crownpeak; and TrustArc.  
The figure above does not include the vast number of icons delivered by 
companies that choose to integrate the AdChoices Icon ‘in-house’. 

http://www.edaa.eu/faq
http://www.edaa.eu/apply-for-licence/
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2. www.YourOnlineChoices.eu
EDAA created www.YourOnlineChoices.eu, a consumer-facing portal, 
to empower consumers with greater transparency, choice and control 
over Data-Driven Advertising. 

The www.YourOnlineChoices.eu website provides:
• Clear and understandable information about what Data-Driven 

Advertising is, how it relates to the consumer, and how it helps to 
fund content and services consumers enjoy online;

• A mechanism for consumers to exercise meaningful choice and 
control over their advertising preferences;

• A mechanism for consumers to make a complaint, where concerns 
are raised about a company’s data-driven advertising practices.

In 2021, traffic to the website reached over 16 million pageviews.

Consumer Choice Platform

The country-specific versions of the www.YourOnlineChoices.eu Platform 
include all EU and EEA markets, as well as Switzerland and Turkey. 
Each version is developed in the consumer’s local language. The site is 
accessible today in 27 different languages across 33 markets.

As of 31 December 2021, nearly 90 companies were active on the Consumer 
Choice Platform, providing consumers with the means to effectively 
communicate their online advertising preferences. 

The Platform is also optimised for mobile, providing a recognisable 
interface and consistent consumer experience across devices.

http://www.YourOnlineChoices.eu
http://www.YourOnlineChoices.eu
http://www.YourOnlineChoices.eu 
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Compliance & Enforcement

STEP 1 
APPLY to start using the OBA 

Icon 

Any company involved in OBA, 
including first and third parties, 
may apply to start using the 
Icon. The application form is 

available on our website

STEP 2 
INTEGRATE on the consumer choice 

platform 

If you actively collect data, which can 
subsequently be used for OBA purposes, 
you must also integrate on the www.
YourOnlineChoices.eu Consumer Choice 

Platform

Self-certification 

Within 6 months of starting to use the OBA 
Icon or being integrated on the Consumer 
Choice platform, participating companies 
will be required to self-certify their 
compliance with the European Principles

Independent certification 

Within 8 months of joining the Programme, all 
“third parties’ must independently verify their 
compliance with an approved 
Certification Provider, who will 
grand successful companies a 
renewable Trust Seal, which 
has a significant market value 
to compliant businesses, 
conveying a good sense of 
trust and good standing 
towards consumers and business partners

1. Certification Process STEP 3
COMPLY with the European Self-Regulatory principles for OBA
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The four Certification Providers EDAA has approved (ABC, BPA 
Worldwide, ePrivacy & TrustArc) maintain the ongoing monitoring of 
compliance, while now also including a biannual up-weighted check 
aimed to cover the areas of higher compliance risk.

More information at www.edaa.eu/what-we-do/for-companies

54

120

19

120

7

73

2012 2021

Licenced Self-certified Certi fied

http://edaa.eu/what-we-do/for-companies/
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2. EASA & SROs 

EDAA supports EASA’s tried and tested OBA Cross-Border-Com-
plaints mechanism, which EDAA developed and provided exclusively 
to EASA, to facilitate the consumers’ ability to register a complaint about 
a company’s data-driven advertising practices to their national advertising 
Self-Regulatory Organisations (SROs) in their own language. Where 
relevant (actionable), complaints are then transferred to the national SRO 
in the company’s “Country of Origin”. All companies participating in the 
European Self-Regulatory Programme must designate one central country 
of origin, where they are engaged in decision-making for data-driven 
advertising activities. The competent SRO then handles the complaint, 
which includes investigation and sanctions (where appropriate) specifically 
tailored to data-driven advertising. The outcome is communicated to the 
SRO in the country of the consumer, which is then able to inform the 
consumer of the resulting actions of their complaint.

This coherent and consistent approach provides real benefits for both 
consumers and businesses, and is an example of a functional European 
Digital Single Market initiative.  

The following SROs currently support the EDAA Programme:
• Bulgaria – Национален съвет за саморегулация (HCC)
• France – Autorité de Régulation Professionelle de la Publicité (ARPP)
• Germany – Deutscher Werberat (DWR)
• Greece – Συμβούλιο Ελέγχου Επικοινωνίας (ΣΕΕ)
• Hungary – Önszabályozó Reklám Testület (ÖRT)
• Ireland – Advertising Standards Authority for Ireland (ASAI)
• Italy – Istituto dell’Autodisciplina Pubblicitaria (IAP)
• Portugal – Auto Regulação Publicitária (ARP)
• Romania – Consiliul Roman pentru Publicitate (RAC) 

 

 

• Spain – Asociación para la Autorregulación de la Comunicación 
Comercial (AUTOCONTROL)

• Sweden – Reklamombudsmannen (Ro.)
• UK – Advertising Standards Authority (ASA)
 
These SROs cover nearly 400 of the approximately 515 million people in 
Europe, and planning is underway to ensure that further SROs extend 
their reach.

National SROs help 
to ensure effective 
enforcement of the 
rules in a coherent 
and consistent manner 
across Europe. A full 
list of SROs, along with 
contact information, 
can be found on the 
website of the European 
Advertising Standards 
Alliance (EASA):
www.easa-alliance.org.

http://www.easa-alliance.org
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Under the European Industry Self-Regulatory Programme on Data-Driven 
Advertising, consumer complaints are handled in a consistent and 
coherent manner through the well-established mechanisms of national 
advertising Self-Regulatory Organisations (SROs) operating under the 
umbrella of EASA at European level.

3. Consumer queries to EDAA

EDAA received a total of 402 consumer queries across 2021. The main 
queries tackled were the following:
1. Revoke permission (57%): users report various technical issues 

apparent when using YOC (often down to users’ settings, which the 
EDAA works to explain and resolve)

2. Stop ads (30%): how to remove ads while they are visiting websites 
(or search engines) and via email

3. General feedback (5%): users providing general feedback and 
suggestions regarding the YOC website

4. Cookies (5%): users request information on how cookies work and 
how to best manage them

5. Delete personal data (3%): requests to have their email and/or 
personal data removed from certain websites, lack of understanding 
that EDAA does not collect this information itself The percentages related to the categories of queries reported in 2021  are 

reasonably consistent with those from the previous year. There has been 
a decrease in the queries submitted.  As ever, one of our primary goals 
is to improve the understanding of consumers  as to how OBA works 
and how to utilise the various tools and resources provided by EDAA to 
empower consumers online.  As noted on page 17 of this report, we are 
pleased  to see our positive impact in this regard, through the 2021 Ipsos 
MORI research, released in early 2021.

57%
30%

5%

5%

3%

Opt-out Stop ads General feedback Cookies Delete personal data
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On Monday 15 November 2021 EDAA hosted its annual summit, for 
the first time in a hybrid format. The speakers delivered valuable and 
engaging speeches and the conversations that took place gave precious 
insights on the upcoming changes in the digital advertising ecosystem. 
The event proved to be the most successful EDAA summit in terms 
of reach and number of attendees, counting over 300 live and online 
attendees, joining us from 28 different markets in Europe and beyond. 

Among the achievements of the event, it is worth mentioning the 
encouraging and supportive speeches toward EDAA and self-regulation 
of MEP Eva Maydell and of the Member of the Italian DPA Guido Scorza. 

EDAA Summit 2021:
Choices for a better future
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Eva Maydell:

“Alongside strengthened public oversight through democratic processes, 
there is also a space for some form of industry self-regulation in our 
future regulatory framework. In this context, I would like to commend 
the EDAA for the work they have done on advertising choices, and 
finding the balance between consumers and industry”

Guido Scorza:

“Self-regulation should apply these [regulatory] principles to companies’ 
daily activities, in a concrete, accessible, easy way. This is the way to 
approach both the GDPR and the draft of the Digital Services Act. Both 
reserve ample room for self-regulation”

The interviews and highlights of the Summit are available here.

https://www.edaasummit.eu


Consumer research

In March 2021, the EDAA released its 2021 European Advertising 
Consumer Research Report, conducted by Ipsos MORI, setting out an 
overview of consumer attitudes and awareness of the panoramic view 
of consumer attitudes and awareness of the European Self-Regulatory 
Programme for Online Behavioural Advertising (OBA). 

The research has been carried out in December 2020, in ten European 
markets - Great Britain, Germany, France, Italy, Spain, Sweden, Poland, 
Belgium, Romania and Ireland. 

The study shows a significant rise in the awareness of the AdChoices 
Icon among consumers. 
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Q1_1. Before today, have you seen the following icons or symbols online?
Base: Adults (16 – 60/75)  c.1000 respondents per market. Online interviews. Fieldwork dates and base sizes in EDAA Research methodology section.



The engagement with the AdChoices Icon is growing in all surveyed 
markets. Among the data that emerged, in six of the surveyed markets, 
one in two consumers who recognised the Icon clicked on it. 

 

One noteworthy result is also the increase in the favourability towards 
OBA due to the presence of the Icon. 

In fact, it is also important to point out the positive impact of the Icon 
in the trust towards brands and websites displaying it, proving a general 
benefit enjoyed by the entire digital advertising ecosystem. 

These encouraging findings are in line with the positive trend initiated 
in the previous years. 

Beyond the auspicious results for the EDAA Self-Regulatory Programme 
when it comes to consumers, the research also highlighted a number 
of key takeaways for businesses operating in the digital advertising 
ecosystem. 

The full report is available here. 
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https://edaa.eu/european-advertising-consumer-research-report-2021/


EDAA and the DSA 

The digital advertising ecosystem is going through a period of changes, 
and the Digital Services Act is setting out new rules. This piece of 
regulation amends the e-Commerce Directive (2000/31/EC), and it 
will govern the responsibilities of digital platforms. The platforms 
established outside the EU, which target European consumers, will be 
subject to the DSA in the same way as the European ones. 

EDAA drafted a Fact Sheet to go through the main changes that the DSA 
is going to put in place for users, businesses and the industry.  It provided 
a clearer view on the likely impact that the regulation will have. The 
Fact Sheet provides a list of tools available to the different actors in the 
ecosystem to help building a healthier, more sustainable, and thriving 
online ecosystem for all. The document is available here. 
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https://edaa.eu/edaa-fact-sheet-digital-services-act-dsa/


Article 24 of the DSA requires providing more information on the 
ads that are displayed online, therefore enhancing transparency of 
online platforms. Information like why users have been targeted, and  
information on how their data will be monetised must be ensured, as 
well as a clearer identification of the ad.

 

The EDAA is a consumer-facing programme, pan-European and 
industry-wide, backed by credible compliance and enforcement 
mechanisms.  As a transparency vehicle, the AdChoices Icon is ubiquitous 
and well understood by consumers and is the ideal mechanism to build 
on for the transparency requirements of the Digital Services Act. For this 
reason, EDAA is particularly well positioned to meet and complement 
the objectives of the Digital Services Act. 

More information is available here. 
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https://edaa.eu/edaa-the-dsa/


Communication

Trust is key

The digital advertising ecosystem has an abundance of different 
stakeholders, often representing a wide variety of diverse interests. Trust 
connects consumers and the industry, allowing them to pursue their 
goals, in an environment that respects everyone’s rights. 
EDAA’s Self-Regulatory Programme, especially through the AdChoices 
Icon and YourOnlineChoices.eu contributes in a significant way, by 
ensuring a healthy interaction among the different stakeholders. 

Check out our blog piece, and find out more about what our Self-
Regulatory Programme does to enhance trust for both users and the 
industry. 

State of the UK advertising industry

In March 2021, EDAA had the pleasure to interview Konrad Shek, 
Director of Policy Research at the Advertising Association in the UK. 
Mr Shek discussed the state of play in the UK, in light of Brexit, the new 
regulations affecting the ecosystem, and the role of EDAA in this context. 

Click here to read the interview. 

Shaping the choices that matter

EDAA has an important role to play in the current changes within the 
digital advertising ecosystem, in putting the consumers first and in its 
pivotal work of promoting best practices.
 
Read about the developments in the ecosystem and the importance of 
standing together in order to approach them here. 
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https://www.youronlinechoices.com
https://edaa.eu/trust-is-key/
https://edaa.eu/state-uk-advertising-industry-interview-konrad-shek/
https://edaa.eu/shaping-the-choices-that-matter/
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DMWF Global – OnDemand Panel: Is consumer education 
pivotal for the future of online advertising?

Education and digital literacy make up one overarching pillar of EDAA’s 
work. Now more than ever, due to the pandemic, which has led users to 
increase the time that they spend online. The concerns of users about 
data privacy in online advertising have therefore been amplified. In a 
panel organised by DMWF and EDAA at the Digital Marketing World 
Forum Global 2021 we tried to answer the question: could education be 
the solution to rebuild trust among consumers?

Watch the recording of the panel here. 
Blog Series: EDAA Summit 2021 – The follow-up Questions

Following the EDAA Summit 2021, EDAA has asked the speakers of 
two different panels to address some of the questions that were left 
unanswered, due to the fast pace of the event. In the first blog piece, 
Ionel Naftanaila (EDAA), Lou Mastria (DAA), Julie Ford (DAAC) and 
Lucas Boudet (EASA) give their precious contribution in the discussion 
regarding privacy developments in different corners of the world, and 
the impact that they have on self-regulatory standards. Robert Blank 
(Axel Springer), Alan Chapell (Chapell & Associates), Vincent Potier 
(London Digital Ventures Ltd & Klever Programmatic Inc.), and Ruth 
Boardman, also elaborate on the many challenges and opportunities 
that they discussed during their session on companies’ perspectives.”

Check out the first blog here, and the second piece here. 

EDAA was also involved in many other prominent events around 
digital advertising, policy, self-regulation and privacy. Participating 
companies are invited to get in touch for future events (info@edaa.eu); 
we’d be delighted to meet with you where possible.

https://edaa.eu/dmwf-global-ondemand-panel-is-consumer-education-pivotal-for-the-future-of-online-advertising/
https://edaa.eu/blog-series-edaa-summit-2021-the-follow-up-questions-views-from-across-the-global-network/
https://edaa.eu/blog-series-edaa-summit-2021-the-follow-up-questions-a-company-perspective-challenges-and-opportunities-of-tomorrow-2/
mailto:info%40edaa.eu?subject=
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1. The EU’s Digital Services Act & the AdChoices Icon

The DSA, currently in trilogue between the Council, 
Commission and Parliament (January-April timeline), 
is set to be a landmark legislation in 2022, with a 
profound impact upon the online advertising sector. 
The main points of note for the EDAA are Recital 52 
and Article 24, the provisions of which deal specifically 
with online advertising transparency. A number of 

these provisions are already fulfilled, to a large extent, by companies that 
participate in the EDAA Programme and utilise the AdChoices Icon, the 
single most prominent transparency vehicle in online advertising today. 
Nevertheless, the EDAA is prudently addressing any gaps between the 
current AdChoices Icon functionality – including application of the 
Interstitial, and the accountability programme – to ensure that it caters 
to increased regulatory demands, which centre around more granular 
transparency to users. The EDAA will shortly be communicating to all 
participating companies the proposed developments to ensure that all 
Programme participants continue to act proactively and responsibly, 
delivering meaningful transparency to users in a self-regulatory manner 
that serves as part of their broader compliance toolkit.

2. Your Online Voices – The Big Conversation

Across March-April 2022, the EDAA will be running a first-of-its-
kind, large scale consumer conversation, in both English and French, 
with a view to distilling the real needs, desires and expectations of 
consumers when it comes to online data driven advertising. The project 
is being coordinated independently by the experienced consumer 
research agency, CleverTogether. Findings from the process will feed 
directly into EDAA’s development strategy and will help to determine 
where further effort is needed and where revamped consumer-facing 
educational materials are most meaningful. The EDAA has always 
been open, responsible, and approachable in its work on implementing 
self-regulatory standards, and as a consumer-facing organisation, we 
feel that with this latest effort we will continue to be in-tune with, and 
responsive to, the evolving consumer voice. If your organisation is in a 
position to help bring 
consumers into the 
conversation, don’t 
hesitate to get involved 
at youronlinevoices.eu. 
The ‘Your Online Voices: 
Big Conversation’ will 
officially launch on 15 
March.  
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3. Cookie-and-beyond future

We would like to firmly reassure all participating companies that their 
current integrations will remain in place and the existing platform 
will continue to be maintained with its existing functionality for the 
foreseeable future, whilst cookies are gradually deprecated and replaced 
with new industry innovations and alternative technologies. In parallel, 
the EDAA is actively assessing options for additional functionalities 
to reflect the cookie-and-beyond future landscape, with “technology-
neutral” principles and their application, at the core of the EDAA’s self-
regulatory approach.

The EDAA recognises that many participating companies have 
probabilistic endpoints attached to the youronlinechoices preference 
signals, and many choose to utilise the tool as a global revocation of 
prior permissions in the interests of putting the consumer preference 
first-and-foremost in the handling of data-driven advertising across 
the internet, regardless of where and how consumer choices may have 
otherwise been expressed or declared. Those companies will be able 
to continue to rely on the good management and functioning of this 
platform even after 3P cookies are widely deprecated. 

4. Developing the EDAA toolkit:

Token-based ID preference mechanism

With the deprecation of 3P cookies, the EDAA is evaluating alternative 
mechanisms of rendering the preference functionality by signalling 
choices through to participating companies. In the US, the DAA has 
recently rolled out a token-based identifier to ensure consumers can 

still make the choices they are accustomed to under the self-regulatory 
approach and that companies can effectuate those choices. EDAA is 
carefully following this development across the DAA family and is 
reviewing the legal and technical implications of a similar process for the 
European Programme, and we look forward to updating all participating 
companies shortly.  

Interests Management Interface (IMI)

In a revamped interstitial that communicates more granular information 
to consumers (see section below on the DSA), the EDAA is also exploring 
the development and use case for an interests’ management interface. 
True to our long-standing principles, whilst offering consumers greater 
transparency, choice and control over their online advertising experience, 
such a tool will equally enable a more accurate and collaborative 
personalisation process through consumer dialogue. Beyond facilitating 
more granular interests in a way that directly and positively involves the 
consumer, this will also provide an important and valuable feedback 
loop. This is expected to bring significant business value, whilst meeting 
consumer expectations and improving their experience. 



AdChoices String

In order to communicate consumer preferences, an 
envisaged ‘AdChoices String’ is under consideration 
by the EDAA’s stakeholders. Such a tool is envisaged 
to communicate consumer revocations alongside 
the granular choices actioned by consumers per the 
aforementioned IMI. The AdChoices String would 
be complementary to the functioning of CMPs across 
websites, resurfacing consumer choices and enabling web-
wide revocation. Thus, the string would enable a CMP API, along with 
a potential openRTB component. The EDAA is assessing the viability 
of this service in the European marketplace, paying close attention to 
developments in the CMP business model and other complementary 
tools in the market, like the TC String and implications of the recent 
rulings by the Belgian DPA. 

5. Framework and specifications

Based on the above exploratory work and considerations, any 
changes to the EDAA’s Self-Regulatory Programme will ultimately be 
communicated in policy documents through the principles outlined 
in the European Industry Self-Regulatory Framework for Data-Driven 
Advertising, the EASA Best Practice Recommendation (bringing 
the principles into the scope of national advertising Self-Regulatory 
Organisations), and the accompanying Technical Specifications. EDAA 
is committed to ensuring that changes to these documents are practical 
and implementable and will make best efforts to minimise resources 
necessary on the part of companies to administer the changes and to 
communicate in a clear and transparent manner throughout, with 

adequate timeframes for companies to meet their obligations in relation 
to programme enhancements.

6. Media Smart educational resource

In 2020, EDAA created a series of educational materials in collaboration 
with MediaSmart UK aimed at helping UK students understanding the 
functioning of digital advertising and 
explaining how they can best manage 
their online ad experience. This 
contributes to allowing them to make 
informed choices. The resource was 
introduced in the PSHE curriculum, 
and therefore students can now learn 
about digital advertising in schools. 

EDAA is planning to introduce the resources in France, Ireland, Hungary, 
and Romania throughout 2022.

If your company may be in a position to support the roll out in other 
markets, or would simply like to learn more about this important 
education initiative designed for 11-16 year olds (and their parents and 
teachers!), then don’t hesitate to reach out to your EDAA contact (or 
info@edaa.eu).

7. EDAA Summit 2022

Save the date! The next edition of the EDAA Summit is 
anticipated to take place on 15 November 2022.

NEED TO KNOW!
YOUR ONLINE AD CHOICES

HAVE you ever wondered why so many of 
your favourite online platf orms are free? 

Well, it’s quite likely that it’s because 
they make money by selling some of their 
online space to companies for adverti sing. 

This is called a value exchange.

Find out more by watching our three-minute animated fi lm at
mediasmart.uk.com/manage-your-online-advert-experience

Teachers can also download the free PSHE educati onal resource on ‘How to manage your online
advert experience’, created by Media Smart, from the same place.

WHAT ISWHAT IS INTEREST-BASED  INTEREST-BASED 
ADVERTISING?ADVERTISING?

Companies and brands want to fi nd the most 
relevant audience to sell their products or services 
to. That might just be you! 

One of the ways they do this is through interest-
based adverti sing. You might also have heard people 
talk about ‘personalised adverts’. That’s the same thing.

A lot of the ti me you can. Look for the AdChoices 
icon embedded in or around adverts and 
set your personal preferences.

The AdChoices icon looks like this!
You can fi nd out a bit more by 

going to the 
YourOnlineChoices website 
run by the EDAA (in plain 
English, that stands for the 
European Interacti ve Digital 
Adverti sing Alliance).

One of the reasons digital adverti sing appeals to 
adverti sers is because it is easier for them to reach 
the right audience. 

Instead of telling everyone in the UK about their 
shiny new thing, they can tell just those who are most 
likely to buy – for example, people of a certain age or 
with specifi c interests. 

ENTER NOW! ENTER NOW! MARK YOUR ENTRY MARK YOUR ENTRY BALLBALL
fi rstnews.co.uk/competi ti ons or see page 17. The closing date is 12 November 2020.

WIN! A SPEED BALL
BUNDLE FROM GOLDEN BEAR
GET match ready with Speed Ball
from Golden Bear, the awesome
new talking football!

With built-in speed sensor 
technology, it measures the speed of 
your kick and even shouts out words 
of encouragement to ensure you stay 
moti vated! To celebrate the launch 
of Speed Ball, you could also win a 
Counter Ball, another clever football 
especially designed to count your 
keepy-uppies!

Five winners will each win a Speed Ball 
and Counter Ball from Golden Bear. 

To be in with a chance of winning, 
just answer this questi on:

Which nati onal football team 
does Lionel Messi play for?

a) Argenti na    b) Italy
c) Brazil

Available from Smyths   www.smythstoys.comAvailable from Smyths   

www.fi rstnews.co.uk/subscribe Follow-on price:
13 issues for £22.99

TELL YOUR 
FRIENDS

TRY 3 ISSUES

FOR £1

Sti ll delivering the news to your door every Friday
Learn about the changing world around you while keeping up to date 

with the latest science, sport and entertainment news.

19. MEDIA SMART Adverti sement feature FirstNews     Issue 750     30 October – 5 November 2020

WHY WHY DOES IT EXIST?DOES IT EXIST?

CAN I CONTROLCAN I CONTROL
WHAT ADVERTSWHAT ADVERTS I SEE I SEE

ONLINE?ONLINE?
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Independently certified companies (as of 31 Dec 2021)

All participating companies listed below have completed the independent certification process with an EDAA-approved Independent 
Certification Provider. They have been granted the corresponding Trust Seal, meaning that the companies below are fully compliant 
with the European Self-Regulatory Programme. 

Appendix: Company Progress

1PLUS ADFORM ADGEAR ADITION ADOBE ADVANCED 
STORE

AGGREGATED 
KNOWLEDGE

AMAZON

AMOBEE CRITEO DELTA PROJECTS DISQUS EMERSE EMETRIQ EPSILON EYEOTA

FACEBOOK GAMNED GOOGLE GUMGUM IPROMOTE IQ DIGITAL 
MEDIA

KNOREX KUPONA

LIGATUS LIVERAMP LOTAME 
SOLUTIONS

MAGNITE MEDIAMATH MICROSOFT MIQ MOBILE.DE

NANO
 INTERACTIVE

NEODATA NEORY NEXT MEDIA NEXTROLL OPENWEB OPEN X ORACLE

ORANGE OUTBRAIN PERFORMANCE 
MEDIA 
DEUTSCHLAND

PLISTA PROGRAMMATIK 
(TURKTELEKOM)

PUBLICIS 
MEDIA

Q DIVISION QUANTCAST

SALESFORCE SEMASIO SHARETHIS SIZMEK SKIMLINKS SMARTCLIP SOJERN TABOOLA

TAPAD TEADS THE ADEX 
CHANGE

THE TRADE 
DESK

TRIPLELIFT TUBEMOGUL VE GLOBAL VIBRANT 
MEDIA

VIRTUAL MINDS WEBORAMA YAHOO YIELDKIT YIELDLAB ZEMANTA ZETA GLOBAL ZIFF DAVIS



4W 
MARKETPLACE

ALLER MEDIA ALMA MEDIA AMNET ANNALECT BASIS 
TECHNOLOGIES

BEESWAX

BETTER ADS CAPTIFY
TECHNOLOGIES

DENTSU DER 
LEHRERFREUND

DISTILLED 
MEDIA

DMG MEDIA ERMES

EXPEDIA FLASHTALKING GROUP M HYBRID THEORY I-PROSPECT INTEL M PLATFORM

MAIL ONLINE MEDIAFORGE MONSTER NIELSEN 
MARKETING 
CLOUD

OMNICOM 
MEDIA GROUP
EUROPE

OTAVA MEDIA PLATFORM 161

 QUISMA RAKUTEN RHYTHMONE US ROKU SANOMA SCOOTA SPORTRADAR

STARWOOD TELEGRAPH MEDIA 
GROUP

THE 
GUARDIAN NEWS & 
MEDIA

TRAVELCLICK TREMOR VIDEO UNICREDIT VERTICAL MASS

VISUALDNA WEBOOST MEDIA XAXIS DIGITAL

Self-certified companies (as of 31 Dec 2021)

All participating companies listed below have submitted their self-certification of compliance to EDAA. The self-certification of compliance is a 
declaration by the company that their data-driven advertising policies and practices comply with the industry standards administered by EDAA, 
and is the first step of compliance under the Programme. Where applicable, these businesses are currently working with their chosen Certification 
Provider towards obtaining the EDAA Trust Seal and full compliance with the Programme.
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